Plasmonic structures, such as metallic gratings and apertures, provide unusual abilities to modify the absorption or the transmission of thin-layered devices. In order to optimize the absorption in thin-film solar cells, we introduce complex grating geometries, implementing multiple periodicities and blazing. These gratings optimize the diffraction efficiency and increase the number of accessible modes. On the other hand, in order to achieve enhanced transmission at infrared wavelengths, we propose tapered apertures. The non-resonant funnelling phenomena provide for broadband and wide-angle focusing opportunities. Keywords: photovoltaics, plasmonics, gratings.
DESCRIPTION
Thin-film devices such as solar cells and LEDs can profit from the strong scattering effects provided by dielectric and metallic gratings [1, 2] . To enhance the absorption we have optimized an amorphous silicon solar cell design in multiple ways ( Fig.  1(a) ). In this design we couple efficiently to the two main types of guided modes: the 'photonic' modes (mainly localized in the silicon) and the plasmonic modes (localized at the metallic back-contact). We adjust the periodicity of the front (ITO/Si) grating to couple best to the photonic modes, and we lower the period of the back (Si/Ag) grating to diffract into plasmonic modes. In this way each grating interacts in an optimal way with the mode offering the largest field-profile overlap, leading to stronger absorption peaks ( Fig. 1(b) ) [3] . We rigorously simulate these effects using the frequency domain finite element software COMSOL. In addition, for optimal plasmonic electrode designs we explore tapered, funnel-like shapes, in order to have large transmission over a broadband and wide-angle range. The tapering allows a smooth transition of the impedance, leading to non-resonant designs, which are not dominated by a few strong Fabry-Perot peaks as in more traditional structures. 
